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In fantasy, the hero is traditionally depicted as a singular entity; however it is rare that a hero stands alone.
Haggard belongs to the Bull. But just when the reader is being drawn into this "other" world, Beagle
introduces a character to disrupt it in the form of a talking butterfly. These are just a few of the many examples
that makes Beagles work a very different kind of fantasy. We need kindness, compassion and love â€” for
ourselves first and then for our fellow creatures. His site is yoseflindell. Before Schmendrick turned Lady
Amalthea back into a unicorn, she was contemplating remaining as a human in order to stay with Prince Lir,
and evidently leaving all of the other unicorns in captive by King Haggard. Schmendrick tries to flatter the
outlaw by pretending that he has heard of many of the outlaw's exploits. In her first years of travel, the only
one who does not mistake the unicorn for a mere white mare is a butterfly who tells her that her people were
driven away by the Red Bull. He just runs after his captives, tiring them, intimidating them, until they
surrender and allow him to drive them into the ocean. The Bull only represents self-defeat, he can only win
when his captives no longer believe in themselves. Schmendrick transforming the unicorn into a human girl
marks the beginning of her transformation. With the exception of the Unicorn, all of the main characters in
The Last Unicorn are "wannabees", they are trying to become people that they are not. What we want to see,
hear and do depends on us. The quest is highly significant throughout the story as it creates change in the main
character. He has a son Lir, whom we quickly discover is not even his â€” he was found and adopted since the
king imagined being a father would make him happy. Too often in this age, people step on others to help
themselves succeed, gain prestige and positions for themselves while leaving those stepped on in the dust The
bumbling magician, Schmendrick is one example of characters trying to become someone else. Any subject.
The references to blood and sacrifice leave us shocked while a part of us always prods us in disbelief at
believing such nonsense. So in his own way the Bull represents the world of the "non-being", those individuals
that have given up on the world of the "being", who have accepted the role of the "wannabe", and live in a
truly mundane world. But none ever escaped, for they all lived in terror of the Red Bull. His fight against
Voldemort as an infant which lead to the death of his parents, and the lightning scar across his forehead, made
history in the world of magic. Why did Beagle put these themes of the "being" and the "non-being" world into
his novel. After the unicorns are free, the unicorn who was once the Lady Almathea returns to her lilac wood,
although it is uncertain whether she will remain there or grow restless and wander, like mortals often do. With
a flap of her hand she summed herself up: barren face, desert eyes, and yellowing heart"  Although the
supporting characters do not have as much power as Harry and the Unicorn, with their help they are powerful
enough to defeat King Haggard and Voldemort. It will be here that the last unicorn will have to face her
nemesis, the Red Bull, in order to free the rest of her kind. In the towns she passes, people take her instead for
a white mare. Upon being turned into a human, Lady Amalthea loses her sense of heroism and becomes
merely a damsel in distress struggling with her love interest, Prince Lir. In his case he wants to be remembered
as a Robin Hood. Beagle rebels against this by creating a novel that constantly pulls the reader out of the
novel, back in to the real world, only to slide back into the plot. After being captured by a freak show she
meets up with a bumbling magician, Schmendrick, and later, a middle aged maiden, Molly Grue. An odd
foodstuff for outlaws seemingly modeled off of Robin Hood.


